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About This Game
Mu Cartographer is a contemplative game experience which combines colourful sandbox and experimental treasure hunt.
Manipulate an abstract machine that gives you the po 5d3b920ae0
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It's definitively puzzling and feels like soft storytelling on LSD.. I "beat" the game in just under 2 hours. Was a very interesting
puzzle at first. Once you figure out what the various things do and how to progress, it is slightly tedious but not at all awful.
Least interesting part was looking for the sound blips (if there was some special trick to it other than a methodical search, I
never figured it out). If you are familiar with Earth geography, then you can guess at some of the structures just by the
frequency labels. If you are not familiar with Earth geography, searching the web for some of the labels can show you the
inspiration for the structures. Admittedly there were some that I had not heard of before. Bought it for $1 during winter sale. I
don't think I would have paid $5 for it though. That's just my valuation of the product. I still am going to recommend it because
I would like to see more weird experimental and exploratory puzzle games.. What the is going on. A short but very nice
exploration game. Once you figure out how to set and adjust the various filters, you begin exploring an alien world, picking up
notes from a group of explorers and learning their story.. Very good game. This game was only 1 dollar when buy, but would
spend the full 5 if knew such good game. Very chill music, very chill game. Love ambience very much. Story very good. Love
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story. If like story, and like puzzle, and like chill, get game. Yeas.. entire review is spoiler free Mu Cartographer doesn't have a
lot of. a lot of things that you'd normally find in a regular game. Such as an options menu, multiple scenes/areas/environments, a
tutorial, a definite failure state, yaknow, the normal things. But, all that (missing) doesn't make this a bad game. I actually quite
liked it, if it was a bit short. The premise of the game is that you have this oval map thing of a world/place/ocean/thing, and you
can subtlely manipulate what is shown in that map by fiddling with all the various alien looking nobs and switches and levers and
waves (which can all be moved about the screen so that's cool). It's a puzzle game. And the puzzle is figuring out how to use all
the different buttons and dials together to solve a clue. Which gives you hints to more clues that require a different set of
paramaters to solve using all the different ways to manipluate the landscape. There is a "story" which is barely one notch above
what other puzzle games have, and it's really easilly overlooked, so it's not a big selling point. There's no replayabililty, so the
two-ish hours I spent on it to completion, is all that I'll spend on it. But that's not a bad thing, in fact, it was really satisfying to
figure out how everything works together even though the ending was 'meh'. I just got the regular ending, instead of being super
completionist and wasting two hours for the 'super special secret ending', which I found by visiting the forums, and seeing the
ending screen that way (warning of spoilers over there though). Honestly, that's about all there is to say about this game. It's a
puzzle game where the puzzle is figuring out the rules and what's going on. Any more than that makes this game pointless. Also,
the soundtrack is not super catchy (as in, I don't remember humming along, nor will it be in my rotation of game music that I
listen to at all) but it was very atmospheric and it fit the style and genre of game quite well I had fun killing two hours with it,
and it was easilly worth the couple of bucks that I spent on it.. Ummmm.it's unique, I'll give it that, I have no clue what anything
does or what I'm meant to be doing. I'm almost scared to press any buttons, but it's got pretty colours and chilled music.. Very
interesting experience. It doesn't give you any hints whatsoever, meaning its a sort of highly-experimental puzzle-exploration
game. Would definitely recommend if you're looking for a fun brain tease. I got stuck at some points, but still managed to
complete the whole thing in 2 hours.. Play this game.. A bit of a strange puzzle game. Takes a little bit of fiddling to work out
the mechanics but once you do it's fairly straight forward. I feel it was worth the purchase for about 2 hours of gameplay,
beautiful visials and soothing music.
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